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ABSTRACT

This paper argues that all historical data series should be accompanied by formal estimates of their margins of error. We discuss the
nature of errors in data series and review earlier attempts to assess
their reliability. We show how overall margins of error may be calculated for historical series from judgments on the reliability of
their components, and how these allow readers both to appraise the
estimate and to test the implications of applying different standards. An illustration is provided for Hoffmann’s index of British
industrial output, 1770–1831. The calculations emphasize the value
of this approach to the recent debate on growth rates during the industrial revolution and suggest its merits more generally.
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A Plea for Errors
The twin pillars of the modern approach to economic history are quantification
and the explicit use of economic theory. Neither is new, but both have received
much greater emphasis since the emergence of the ‘new’ economic history (or
cliometrics). Measurement and theory have in turn been severely criticised by
exponents of more traditional approaches, and charged with a variety of serious
offences, including the introduction of irrelevant theory and the use of inaccurate data. Our concern in the present paper is with one specific aspect of the
contribution of measurement to economic history: the problems of reliability
that are inevitable when working with historical statistics.
These problems of measurement are sharply illustrated by the current controversy about the pace of growth during the industrial revolution. Revised estimates of the rate of growth of the British economy in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century are at the root of the issues on which the opposing
forces have taken up positions. On one side, the authors of the series present
their estimates as the basis for a radically different interpretation of the nature
and timing of the industrial revolution. On the other, their critics stress the unreliability of the data underlying these estimates, and assert the inability of such
quantitative series to capture the full impact of the massive social and economic
transformation in this period.1
While such disagreements can never be entirely eliminated, their scope could
be greatly minimised, and the real points at issue sensibly clarified, if quantitative estimates were invariably accompanied by explicit quantitative indications
of their reliability. Our plea is thus that any new statistical series should always
be presented together with a careful guide to the associated margins of error. If
this became standard practice, it would ensure that both authors and other users
were properly aware of the extent to which they could have confidence in the
estimates, and how strongly they could press any conclusions derived from
these series. Similarly, it would not be good enough for critics of the analysis
merely to demonstrate that the numbers were not wholly reliable. It would be
incumbent on them to argue that the probable errors were greater than the compilers had claimed, and that this additional degree of error was sufficient to invalidate the conclusions. The procedure has two further advantages: it would
1 Hoppit, “Counting;” Crafts and Harley, “Output Growth;” Berg and Hudson, “Rehabilitat-

ing the Industrial Revolution;” Jackson, “Rates of Industrial Growth;” Cuenca Esteban, “British Textile Prices” and “Rising Share of British Industrial Exports;” Harley and Crafts, “Cotton Textiles;” and Temin, “Two Views.”
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tend to reduce continuous iterations towards greater refinement in the numbers,
if it could be shown that further revisions fall well within the margins of error of
the original data; finally, in cases where the margin of error remains uncomfortably large, the procedure can direct researchers to those components in a series where more information will have the greatest effect in reducing the margin
around the final estimate.

I
Historical applications of this approach
We are not, of course, the first to recommend that quantitative estimates should
always be given together with an indication of their probable errors. The great
pioneer in this field was Arthur Bowley. As befits a Cambridge mathematical
Wrangler, he was aware of the statistical problem of errors and applied ‘the theory of error’ from the very start of his research into the changes in wages.2 In a
paper of 1911 he set out a full treatment based explicitly on a recent proof of the
law of errors by Francis Edgeworth. He covered all the critical issues, including
the effects of correlation within and between the constituent estimates, and extended the procedure to cover not only single values, but also weighted averages
and ratios of weighted averages. At about the same time he demonstrated the
application of his method in a British Association report on the ‘small incomes’
received by self-employed and salaried workers.3
A simpler version of this approach was adopted immediately after the war, in
a study of the national income of the United States. For each item, each of the
authors made a subjective estimate of ‘a range within which he thought the truth
was equally likely to lie or not to lie.’ The probable errors in the aggregate were
then computed ‘in the usual manner’ by squaring these estimated errors, adding
the squares and extracting the square root of the sum.4
Unfortunately, after this very promising beginning, evaluation of errors in
economic statistics faded. Bowley reproduced his main techniques in successive
editions of his statistics textbook, and it was used in very summary form in his

2 Bowley, “Changes in Average Wages,” pp. 236–7; idem, “Agricultural Wages,” p. 559.
3 Idem, “Measurement;” British Association, “Report,” pp. 46–7 and 62–4.
4 Mitchell, et al, Income in the United States, pp. 60–62.
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work with Lord Stamp on national income.5 However, it was not pursued in the
subsequent studies by Colin Clark; and we have not found any serious discussion in any of the other major contributions to economic statistics in the interwar period in either Europe or the United States. For example, no attempt was
made to attach margins of error to various indices of industrial production.6
Interest in the subject then revived on both sides of the Atlantic, and subjective assessment of margins of error flourished for a few years during the war
and early post-war period. In Britain, the leading exponent of this procedure
was Richard Stone. He raised the issue in the context of his work with James
Meade and David Champernowne on the wartime national accounts, and it was
taken forward by a number of those who worked with him.7 Continuity with
previous practice was made explicit by R. C. Desai, a doctoral student working
with Stone at Cambridge. He opened his discussion of the reliability of his estimates of consumers’ expenditure in India in the 1930s by stating: ‘Right from
the inception of the work I have persevered with the idea of following Bowley’s
precept of keeping a running account of error.’ Desai then noted that this required first ascertaining the error in each element in the total, and then evaluating the incidence of these errors on the total. For the latter purpose he used a
more elegant formulation of the error function involving the use of calculus, a
technique which he credited to the American statistician and management expert, W. Edwards Deming.8
Stone was also associated with the study of national incomes in three British
colonies published by Phyllis Deane in 1948.9 She too estimated the subjective
margins of error of each component of her national totals, and arrived at the
margins of error of the totals by what she called the ‘usual procedures’, indicating that the method was by then thought to be well established in the United
Kingdom. As with Desai, where the errors in the components were believed to
be independent, the margins of error were combined by taking the square root of
the sums of the variances; where it was believed that the errors were perfectly
5 Bowley, Elements of Statistics, pp. 312–42 and 446–9; Bowley and Stamp, National In-

come, p. 47.
6 Clark, National Income, National Income and Outlay; Rowe, “Physical Volume of Produc-

tion;” Hoffmann, British Industry; Fabricant, Output.
7 Stone, et al “Precision;” Stone, National Income, p. 13.
8 Desai, “Consumer Expenditure,” pp. 271–3; Deming, Statistical Adjustment of Data.
9 Deane, Colonial National Income. Miss Deane confirmed Stone’s role in this application of

the procedure during a conversation with Feinstein in October 1997.
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correlated the margins of error were simply added together. In other cases an
intermediate figure was taken. A very similar procedure was then followed by
Agatha Chapman for her estimates of interwar wages and salaries in the United
Kingdom and in subsequent volumes of the Studies in the National Income and
Expenditure of the United Kingdom, for which Stone was the general editor.10
Further consideration was given to the theoretical aspects of the calculation
of errors by Andrew Roy, an economic statistician also working in Cambridge.
He commended the use of the Stone-Desai-Chapman procedure, and explored
both theoretically and empirically the crucial issue of whether or not the probable errors around any given estimate can be assumed to be symmetrical. He
showed that under certain assumptions the errors could be so large that the labour of making the estimates is ‘found to have borne no fruit at all’, and appealed for more work to be done on the possible interpretation of the errors that
occur in economic statistics.11
In the United States, Simon Kuznets also pursued the problems of reliability
in his monumental study of interwar national income, but in a different and less
satisfactory manner. He and his collaborators assigned subjective margins of error to each of the components of the national income. However, they then calculated the overall error in the total by simply taking a weighted average of the
component errors, so obtaining an overall margin of error of about 20 per
cent.12 This approach drew the fire of reviewers in the United Kingdom. Bowley commented caustically: ‘if this statement is taken literally, it suggests that
the enormous labour spent in producing this book was largely wasted.’13 Stone
was critical of several aspects of the procedure; in particular, he argued that
Kuznets’s failure to assign offsetting random errors to the components of national income was ‘likely to result in a very considerable over-estimate of the
margin of error of the total.’14
Indeed, Kuznets himself realised that his approach exaggerated the margins
of error, but seemed unaware of the more appropriate procedures which had
been developed in the United Kingdom. To illustrate the difference it would
have made to the presentation and appraisal of his final estimates, we can apply
10 Chapman, Wages and Salaries, pp. 230–6; Prest and Adams, Consumers’ Expenditure,

pp. 179–82; Stone and Rowe, Consumers’ Expenditure, II, pp. 115–9.
11 Roy, “Exercise in Errors,” p. 514.
12 Kuznets, National Income, II, pp. 501–37.
13 Bowley, “National Income in America,” p. 232.
14 Stone, “Two Studies,” p. 69.
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the main elements of the Stone-Desai-Chapman procedure to the Kuznets series
for total net income originating. The margin of error calculated for this item by
Kuznets for 1929 to 1935 was 18.6 per cent. His method assumes that the errors
in each estimate are perfectly correlated with each other, but — as he understood intuitively — this is very unlikely. If we go to the other extreme, and
make the assumption that all the estimates were independently derived, the
overall error falls to 6.1 per cent.15 In practice neither extreme is likely to be
correct, and the true margin of error would lie somewhere between these limits.
Without more information on the independence of the basic data we cannot say
precisely where, but given the great variety of sources used by Kuznets, it is
highly probable that it would have been closer to the lower than the upper
bound, almost certainly below 10 per cent.
American reluctance to follow the treatment of errors by statisticians in the
United Kingdom had not changed by 1955, when Raymond Goldsmith completed his mammoth study of savings in the United States. He observed with
some passion that: ‘the presentation of quantitative data without an indication of
their probable or possible error is of limited value,’ but accepted that this was
what was normally done. He suggested that one of the reasons for ‘this lamentable state of affairs’ was ‘the absence of any theory for the measurement of errors in quantitative economic data which are not derived from probability samples.’16 Goldsmith cited the work of Wesley Mitchell et al in 1921 and of
Kuznets in 1941 as the only attempts in the United States to assess the margin of
error in economic series, but made no reference to any of the several examples
by then available in Britain. He concluded the discussion of the errors in his
own estimates with a simple guess as to the probable error in the overall total of
saving, with no attempt to derive this from errors in the components by some
appropriate statistical procedure.
After this brief interlude the topic lapsed once again and we are not aware of
any later attempts to adopt or develop the work of the pioneers. A number of estimators and official agencies, including the Central Statistical Office in the
United Kingdom, gave overall subjective reliability grades for major components and aggregates of the national income, but did not use any formal procedure for deriving these from the component errors.17
15 Calculated by applying the subjective errors given by Kuznets, National Income,

pp. 511–12 to his estimates of income originating, using the procedure described in section
III below; see particularly fn. 34.
16 Goldsmith, Study of Savings, II, p. 129.
17 CSO, Sources and Methods, 39–42; Feinstein, National Income, pp. 20–22.
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Modern investigators in the United States appear not even to have done this.
When Goldsmith served as commentator at an NBER conference for a paper by
Robert Gallman on the United States capital stock he chided him for not discussing: ‘… at least verbally, the probable margins of error in the main component series if he is not willing to follow Simon Kuznets’s bold example of half a
century ago … of indicating quantitatively the range of the margins.’18 Instead,
authors typically provide a general appraisal of the reliability of their estimates,
but with no attempt to indicate the scale of the likely margins of error.19
If, despite this, we now wish to make a renewed attempt to promote the use
of subjective assessments of margins of error, it will be necessary both to explain and clarify what this involves, and to evaluate the intrinsic merits of the
procedure. We begin in Part II by briefly distinguishing the different types of
error that can arise in quantification of historical series, and then discuss the virtues and limitations of two of the three separate but complementary techniques
which can be used to assess their reliability.
In Part III we introduce a less familiar third approach: the assignment of subjective margins of error. We explain the statistical basis for this procedure, explore the underlying theoretical assumptions about the nature of the errors, and
consider the means by which different elements contribute to the overall margin
of error. In our view the fundamental procedure is sound, and if applied with
due caution will yield a measure of error which provides useful additional information to both the compilers and the users of statistical series. Furthermore,
the time taken to assign appropriate error classes to the component series can
only be a small fraction of that required for the collection and processing of the
data, and this final step should be regarded as an essential element in any publication of new historical estimates.
We also show how proper understanding of these points can help to achieve
a higher degree of reliability in the process of estimation, whereas failure to appreciate them may lead to unnecessarily large errors. In conclusion, we revert in
Part IV to the debate about the industrial revolution, and explore the implications of applying our method to Hoffmann’s original estimate of the growth of

18 Gallman, “United States Capital Stock,” p. 210.
19 This applies, for example, to estimates of output and productivity presented by Gallman,

“Gross National Product;” Kendrick, Productivity Trends; Weiss, “US Labor Force Estimates,” and Harley, “British Industrialization.” It is equally true of British estimates; for example, those compiled by Deane and Cole, British Economic Growth and Crafts, British Economic Growth.
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industrial production, around which so much of the controversy about growth
during British industrialization has been centred.

II
Types of error
As a first step it will be helpful to consider three different sources of error: of
measurement, of omission, and of procedure.20
Errors of measurement can arise in a variety of different ways. There may be
errors in the basic source that the historian is using, either because of evasion or
falsification on the part of the individuals and enterprises who provide the original data, or because of errors by those who collect and record them. For example, firms might understate sales or profits where these are to be used as a basis
for taxation; or enumerators might omit or misclassify part-time female labourers in a nineteenth-century census of occupations. In other cases the basic data
may come from samples and so be subject to sampling errors.
Even if the primary source is accurate, it may not be available in precisely
the form required, so that some adjustment is necessary; the resulting figures are
then likely to be less reliable than those taken directly from the primary source.
The original data may be available only for selected years – as with a census –
so that estimates for other years have to be derived by means of interpolation or
extrapolation; or they might be incomplete, so that they have to be ‘grossed-up’
to cover missing sectors; or they might be given only as aggregates which have
to be allocated in some way between two or more items.
Alternatively, the data source may be accurate and complete, but may not
match precisely the concept or definition in which the historical investigator is
interested. In that case, data originally designed and assembled for one purpose
(company accounts, bank records, taxation, unemployment insurance) must be
adapted to comply with different purposes and concepts, such as those of the national accounts. We may also include in this category measurement errors that
are not inherent in the underlying data, but are introduced because the historian
is guilty of mistakes, for example, entering the wrong numbers, adding them up

20 See Morgenstern, Accuracy of Economic Observations and Goldsmith, Study of Savings,

II, pp. 129–49 for more detailed discussion of these issues.
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incorrectly, or failing to notice a change in definition recorded in an obscure
footnote.
Secondly, there may be errors of omission, as when some components of a
specified series are left out, either because the historian could find no source on
which to base an estimate, or because they were thought too small to matter.
Historical estimates of money earnings will typically be unable to obtain information for all wage earners; and indices of the cost of living of the working
class will be unable to measure the changes in the retail prices of all relevant
goods and services.
Thirdly, there are numerous ways in which the compiler of a series may introduce avoidable errors of procedure. These include adoption of an incorrect
method of interpolation between benchmarks; the choice of an inappropriate
base year for the construction of an index number; or the use of an unsuitable
price index; for example, deflating an estimate of GDP by an index of wholesale
prices of food and raw materials. Some components may be omitted in error,
while others may be counted twice; or an inconsistent definition may be applied
in estimating a particular component.
All these various types of error may in turn be either random or systematic.
Random errors imply that the estimates may be either too low or too high, and
such errors can generally be assumed to be scattered evenly above and below
the true (unknown) value. These random errors are the central focus of our subsequent approach and will be discussed more fully below. By contrast, systematic errors occur when all the observations for a given series are too high, or too
low. This might happen either because of consistent omission or double counting, or because of a persistent source of error in the basic data. Examples of systematic understatement include estimates of deaths derived from Church of England burial registers without allowance for non-conformists; or of household
expenditure derived from self-reported budgets without correction for the typical omission of significant amounts spent on drink and tobacco. Systematic
overstatement is illustrated by measurement of earnings without deduction for
time lost through illness or unemployment, or of money supply statistics without correction for inter-bank deposits or coin held by the banks.
Whenever the investigator is aware of the existence of such systematic errors, the appropriate procedure is to correct the series as accurately as possible.
This is particularly important where estimates are being made for a single date,
or where absolute levels are important. It may matter less where the focus is on
comparisons over time (or space), if it can be assumed that the relative under- or
overstatement is broadly the same for all the relevant dates (regions).
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Where corrections are required, they may have to be made on the basis of
very limited or imperfect data but the essential principle to follow ‘is that it is
better to move, however uncertainly, in the right direction than to stand firmly
in what one knows to be the wrong position.’21 The extreme case of this arises
where there is a complete lack of information on a missing component. Even
here it is better to include a best guess than to ignore the item completely: ‘there
is no reason to regard zero as a closer approximation to the truth than a reasonable guess.’22 Once such necessarily rough corrections are made, the known
systematic errors will be effectively eliminated, leaving random errors which
can then be handled by the procedure described in Part III.
Appraisal of reliability
There are three principal approaches to an assessment of the reliability of quantitative estimates: sensitivity analysis, comparison of alternative estimates, and
assignment of subjective margins of error. Each has its advantages and can be
applied independently. Where it is possible to use all three together they complement one another very effectively, and can collectively contribute to a more
thorough appreciation of the reliability of the estimates.
Sensitivity analysis involves the construction and comparison of alternative
variants in order to determine the extent to which the final result is dependent
on particular assumptions or procedures. One illustration is the use of different
budget weights for urban and rural areas in both the north and south of Britain
to construct four separate cost of living indices over the course of the industrial
revolution. This established that these different weights ‘matter very little to the
long-term trends in the cost of living.’23 Another is seen in Thomas Weiss, who
gives three variants of his conjectural estimates of the output of the American
economy before the Civil War. Two of these rely on the same basic estimates of
the labour force, but show the effect of incorporating different assumptions
about the growth of output per worker.24 The sensitivity approach can be extremely informative. Its limitations are that it can only explore the implications
of alternative assumptions explicitly introduced by the investigator and it does

21 Feinstein, National Income, p. 153.
22 An observation by Austin Robinson in his foreword to Deane, Colonial National Income,

p. ix. See also Goldsmith, Study of Saving, II, p. 141.
23 Williamson, British Capitalism, pp. 210–13.
24 Weiss, “US Labor Force Estimates.”
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not provide any way of combining the errors in individual components into a
single comprehensive indicator of the overall scale of error.
The comparative procedure can be applied wherever it is possible to measure
the same item in two genuinely independent ways. Perhaps the best-known example of this type of approach is the compilation of independent GDP estimates
drawn from income, expenditure, and output data. The difference between such
estimates – the residual error or statistical discrepancy – is a valuable indication
of the reliability of the three series.25 If all the estimates are assumed to be of
equal reliability a compromise measure may be obtained by taking a simple average. However, if – as is more likely – some components are considered to
have greater reliability than others, a more refined technique can be adopted,
leading to an average in which the more reliable components are given greater
weight. This was first proposed by Stone et al, and has recently been developed
under the name of ‘balanced’ estimates by Martin Weale and others.26
The comparative approach can also be fruitfully adopted in relation to a variety of other estimates. Independent series for capital formation can be derived
from data on production and international trade, and from financial information
in company accounts.27 In the sphere of foreign trade, the reliability of the statistics can be evaluated by comparing exports recorded by one country with the
import statistics of its trading partners. The results reveal marked discrepancies
when comparison is made at the level of individual countries; but the data are
more accurate when the comparison is made on the basis of the total value of a
country’s trade.28 On the capital side, comparison of estimates of interwar capital flows, on the basis of balance of payments statistics for all the leading countries, showed that the capital movements recorded by the creditor nations were
consistently lower than those of the debtor nations. In this case, the substantial
discrepancies were judged to be too great to be explained solely by errors in the
data, and were interpreted as indicating large-scale evasion of the exchange controls in ways which distorted the current account data.29
25 US Department of Commerce, National Income Supplement, pp. 66–7; Feinstein, National

Income, pp. 12–20; Britton and Savage, “Three Measures.”
26 Stone, et al “Precision;” Weale, “Reconciliation of Values;” Solomou and Weale, “Bal-

anced Estimates;” Greasley and Oxley, “Balanced versus Compromise Estimates;” Sefton
and Weale, Reconciliation of National Income.
27 Kuznets, Capital, pp. 602–12; Feinstein, Domestic Capital Formation, pp. 230–36.
28 Morgernstern, Accuracy of Economic Observations, pp. 163–80; Federico and Tena, “Ac-

curacy of Foreign Trade Statistics.”
29 Feinstein and Watson, “Private International Capital Flows.”
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A variant of the comparative approach is sometimes used in connection with
the national accounts and other official statistics where it is possible to compare
successive estimates of the same item.30 However, the later estimates are usually based on more complete and reliable data, so that the discrepancy between
these and earlier estimates may not indicate much about the reliability of the final version. More generally, it is sometimes possible to compare alternative estimates of a given series by different authors. This is also a potentially useful
guide to the reliability of the series, particularly where the compilers have
worked with different sources, though it must be done carefully to allow for any
discrepancies in definition or procedure.
Where these various forms of comparison can be applied, they provide a useful indication of the overall reliability of the estimates, reflecting the net extent
of errors of all types in both data and construction. Unfortunately, however, it is
often not possible in historical research to find more than one usable source of
data for any given series, and the opportunities for genuinely independent comparison are thus limited. Moreover, even where comparison is possible, it cannot be assumed that the two series necessarily set upper and lower bounds to the
true value; it is possible that both estimates could be too low or too high.

III
Subjective margins of error
The third approach, and the one with which we shall be principally concerned,
requires the compiler of an estimate to attach margins of error to each of its
components, and then to derive an overall margin of error for the total or series.
These estimates are not normally derived from random samples, so it is not possible to calculate objective confidence intervals by means of standard statistical
procedures, and the margins of error must necessarily be rough and subjective.
The strongest explicit case against this procedure we have found was made in
1953 by Milton Gilbert, one of the leading figures in the development of the national product estimates of the United States. His initial objection was: ‘that we
simply do not know the size of the margins of error in the estimates with enough
accuracy to quantify our judgments. The reason is that in the complex of factors
that might lead to inaccuracy of the statistics, there are no measures of the errors
30 US Department of Commerce, National Income Supplement; Cole, Errors in Provisional

Estimates.
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arising out of most of them, and hence no way to assign them weights so as to
arrive at a combined margin of error.’31
However, these and other objections were made by Gilbert in the specific
context of the contemporary estimates of US national income compiled by a
large official agency from reported benchmarks. In our view, they would have
much less force in relation to historical estimates typically compiled by a single
investigator using less complete and reliable sources. The individual who has
compiled such a set of estimates is far better placed than anyone else to evaluate
them. She will be most familiar with the quality and completeness of the sources
from which the estimates were derived, and of any alternative information that
was available; and will know in detail the nature and reliability of the various
adjustments she has made to the original data. She will also have most insight
into any checks that were undertaken at various stages in the construction of the
estimates, and most knowledge of any comparisons of her results with independent estimates. On the basis of all this information she can judge the ‘range
of reasonable doubt attaching to the estimates.’32 If this is done for each separate component (for example, the wage in each sector), the results can then be
combined to form an overall judgement of the reliability of the larger aggregates.
However problematical such subjective assessments of unknown errors may
be, they are much more informative than general statements formed from some
favoured permutation of stock phrases (these estimates are very: ‘approximate’,
‘imperfect’, ‘unreliable’, ‘tentative’, ‘uncertain’, ‘fragile’; they are: ‘a best
guess’, ‘a rough guide’, ‘an order of magnitude’, ‘a crude indication’; or, very
occasionally, they are: ‘reasonably reliable’, ‘broadly acceptable’; and so on).
Potential users are surely much better served if they are told, for instance, that
the margin of error assigned to an estimate of 8 shillings for average weekly
cash wages for farm workers in England in 1770 is ± 25%. Such an assessment
can be evaluated by users of the data in a way that is not possible with qualitative statements; for example, by considering the frequency of references to
wages of less than 6 shillings or more than 10 shillings. If the user finds evidence to suggest that such values are actually quite common she is immediately
able to revise the proposed margin of error.
To understand the basic principles of the procedure we recommend for dealing with random errors, imagine a hypothetical situation in which the investiga31 Gilbert, Studies in Income and Wealth, III, pp. 6–8.
32 CSO, Sources and Methods, p. 40.
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tor is able to observe not just a single estimate of the average wage in the building industry in say 1930, but a number of independent estimates. This might be
done, for example, by sending out a team of investigators, each of whom was
required to make her own estimate by enquiries in a random sample of towns or
firms all covered by a national wage agreement. For each such estimate there
will be a corresponding error, and it is thus possible to build up a pattern of
these estimates and their associated errors. Imagine that the true (unknown)
value of the average annual wage in the United Kingdom building industry in
1930 was £150. Some of the independent estimates will be less than £150, some
will be more; either because of errors in the data recorded by the investigators
or their informants, or because of specific circumstances in the individual labour
markets which cause the local wage to deviate from the average set by the national agreement.
The crucial feature of the law of errors on which the Stone-Desai-Chapman
procedure relies is that the distribution of the estimates will be distributed in a
roughly symmetrical pattern either side of the true mean of £150. It then follows
that the errors in the estimates of the component parts will also be roughly
symmetrical, and the mean error (i.e. the difference between the several recorded figures and the true figure) will be zero.
The measure of the dispersion of such hypothetical errors around the mean
national wage is known as the standard error. In accordance with classical statistical theory, if the errors are distributed in this way, a distance of one standard
error to either side of the mean will include roughly two-thirds of all observations. Similarly, a distance of two standard errors will include roughly 95 per
cent of the observations, with 2.5 per cent in each of the tails to the left and the
right of the distribution. In more formal terms, the assumption is that the distribution of the errors is normal with mean zero, but all that is required to apply
the method is that it should be roughly normal, i.e. it should not be markedly
skewed.33
The relationship between these standard errors and the subjective margins of
error assigned by the estimator thus depends on the degree of confidence attached to the estimator’s judgement about the margin of error. They might, for
example, be assigned on the basis that the chances are roughly one in three that
the true value lies outside the specified range of error. This is equivalent to saying that the margin of error above or below the mean corresponds to one stan33 If there was reason to believe that in a particular case the distribution was markedly skewed

(for example, for a very small item for which the estimates could not be less than zero) this
could be dealt with by taking the logarithm of the estimates; see Stone, “Two Studies,” p. 69.
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dard error. If a higher degree of confidence is required (at the cost of a wider
range), the margins of error can be assigned on the basis that there is only one
chance in twenty that the true value lies outside the specified limits. This represents a 95 per cent probability level, and implies that the margin of error on either side of the mean is analogous to two standard errors.34
We have already referred to the work of Chapman, and her study of wages
and salaries in the United Kingdom in the interwar period can be taken as an excellent illustration of the recommended procedure. She assigned one of the following reliability grades (or error classes) to each of her component estimates of
(a) the numbers employed in each sector and of (b) their average earnings:35
Average
Standard
Reliability grade
Margin of error
margin of error
error
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
A. Firm figures
± less than 5%
± 2.5 %
± 1.25 %
B. Good estimates
± 5% to 10%
± 7.5 %
± 3.75 %
C. Rough estimates ± 10% to 25%
± 17.5 %
± 8.75 %
D. Conjectures
± more than 25%
± 40.0 %
± 20.00 %
To simplify the calculations, Chapman worked with the average margin of
error in each of the four reliability grades (assuming that the average for Class
D was 40%). Her judgements were made with 95% probability, so each of these
average margins of error is thus the equivalent of two standard errors (see columns 3 and 4 of the above table).
The next step is to combine the standard errors for the components of a series in order to derive an assessment of the overall error in the estimate. Given
the symmetric nature of the error distribution, some of the component estimates
will be above the true (but unknown) mean for the sector, others will be below.
It follows, therefore, that if the component estimates are independently derived
34 In relation to the work of earlier investigators cited in Part I, the margins of error assigned

by Mitchell, et al, Income in the United States, corresponded to only two-thirds of a standard
error, with a 50% probability level; whereas those adopted by Deane, Colonial National Income, corresponded to three standard errors at the 99% level. Kuznets adopted a somewhat
different approach, stating that in assigning maximum errors his team were concerned with
how large the error could be, but without indicating the degree of probability with which
these judgements were made; see Kuznets, National Income, II, p. 503, and the criticism of
this in Stone, “Two Studies” p. 68. This means that the approach outlined above cannot be
directly applied to his estimated errors, though it might perhaps be assumed that he intended
a very high degree of confidence so that the margins could be regarded as analogous to
roughly three standard errors either side of the mean.
35 Chapman, Wages and Salaries, p. 231.
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the errors will to some extent offset each other. The proportionate error in the
total will thus be smaller than the weighted average of the proportionate errors
in the components. The precise extent of the compensation will depend on factors such as the number of individual sectors, the relative size of each sector,
and the margin of error in each of the component estimates. The greater the degree of interdependence, the smaller will be the compensating effect of aggregating the component series. Provided that the errors are less than perfectly correlated the error of the whole will always be less than the error of the parts.
The formula for combining the standard error of the whole from the standard
error of the parts is derived in the Appendix, using both probability theory and
simple differential calculus. The basic formula (from equation A7) is:
σ v = σ x2 + σ y2 + 2rxyσ xσ y

(1)

which states that the standard error in V is the square root of the sum of the variances of X and Y plus the error derived from the interdependence of X and Y.
The extent of the interdependence is indicated by rxy, the correlation coefficient
of the two components. If the two components are completely independent, the
correlation coefficient will be zero; if they are consistently interrelated, the correlation coefficient will be either –1 (if an error in one item is offset by the error
in the other) or +1 (if the error in one term is compounded by an error in the
other); if the errors are related, but not in a monotonic fashion, the correlation
coefficient will be non-zero, but will fall between the two extremes.
To illustrate the procedure, let us take the simplest case of an estimate that is
the sum of two components; for example, national income derived as the sum of
wages and profits. Let the estimate of wages and profits be 800 and 200 respectively, and their margins of error, 20% and 40% (assessed at 95% confidence
intervals). The absolute standard errors are thus 80 and 40 respectively. There
are then four primary possibilities. If the errors in wages and profits are independent, so that the correlation between them has a coefficient of zero, the standard error of the whole equals (802 + 402 ) = 89.44 . If the errors are perfectly
positively correlated, such that the correlation coefficient is 1, the standard error
equals 80 + 40 = 120; this is identical to the result obtained by taking a simple
weighted average of the proportionate margins of error. If the errors are perfectly negatively correlated, so that the correlation coefficient is –1, the standard
error of the whole equals 80 – 40 = 40. Finally, if they are partially correlated,
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with a correlation coefficient of, say, 0.5, it equals (802 + 402 + (80 × 40) ) =
105.83.36
Since the initial margins of error were assigned at the 95% level, the absolute
margin of error in the whole is equal to two estimated standard errors. Thus, the
2 × 40


proportionate margins of error range between 8.0% 
× 100  , when the er 1000

rors are interdependent and fully offsetting (r = –1), and 24.0%, when they are
cumulative (r = +1), compared to 17.89% when they are independent (r = 0).
In order to investigate systematically the full range of possibilities it is necessary to adopt a slightly more formal approach, and this is set out in the Appendix. The discussion covers both the relationship between the total and the
components, and the effect on the results if the errors in the components are either independent of each other or, alternatively, positively or negatively correlated with each other. The Appendix begins with the simplest case where the total is equal to the sum of two or more components. It then proceeds to cover
more complex cases including products and quotients, weighted averages, and
ratios of weighted averages.
Readers who wish to skip this can proceed directly to Part IV, where the procedure is applied to a recent estimate of the rate of growth of British industry
during the industrial revolution.

IV
Errors in the measurement of British industrial production,
1780–1831
As we have noted in the introduction, the rate of growth of industrial production
during the British industrial revolution has been the subject of sustained controversy. It thus represents a suitable test case for the procedure that we are recommending for the assessment of margins of error. Our aim in this final section
is to illustrate the procedure by applying it to the original index of industrial
production compiled by Hoffmann in the 1930s and published in English in
1955. It is this index that has been challenged in the subsequent revisions by

36 Clearly, there will be as many possible outcomes as there are possible values of r Howxy.

ever, they will all fall within the range provided by r = ±1 and, in the case of indefinite interdependence, small perturbations around 0.5 will generate only small differences in the calculated margin of error.
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Harley, Crafts, Jackson, and others.37 It is pertinent, therefore, to ascertain
whether or not these revisions lie within the bounds of the probable margins of
error in the Hoffmann estimates. We make this assessment for the successive
periods 1780–1801 and 1801–1831 that are at the heart of the debate about the
pace of economic growth, and restrict our attention to the industrial index, excluding building.
Our concern is solely with the margins of error in the index as it was constructed by Hoffmann, i.e. with the effect of the probable errors in the indicators
and the weights used for the index. There are other important issues that must
also be considered in any evaluation of an index, notably the choice of base year
and whether a Laspeyres or Paasche formula (or some variant such as the Fisher
ideal index) is used for weighting the indicators. However, these are best handled by other procedures; for example, by constructing alternative indices with
different base years or different formulae, and comparing the outcomes to determine the sensitivity of the results to these alternatives.
Before proceeding to the calculation of the margins of error it is worth noting a few points regarding the methods used by Hoffmann to construct his index. It is a weighted arithmetic mean of physical indicators of industrial production, so the basic formula for any given year 1, where year 0 is the base year, is
thus:
 Qi1 
Pi0Qi0
i =1 
i0 
× 100
n
∑ Pi0Qi0
m

∑ Q

(2)

i =1

where Qi1 / Qi0 is the level of the output indicator for industry i in year 1 relative
to the level in the base year, and this relative is weighted by the industry’s share
in value added in the base year. There are a total of n industries, but only m of
these have independent quantity relatives.
Hoffmann initially constructed indices for six sub-periods from 1700 to
1913, with a separate set of weights for each of these sub-periods. For the dates
in which we are interested, 1780 falls within the period 1760–1800 for which
the available indicators are combined with 1783 weights; 1801 within the period
1800–30 for which the base year is 1812; and 1831 within the period 1831–60
for which the base year is 1850. Hoffmann linked the indices for these and other
37 Harley, “British Industrialization;” Crafts, British Economic Growth; Crafts, Leybourne

and Mills, “Trends and Cycles;” Crafts and Harley, “Output Growth;” Jackson, “Rates of Industrial Growth.”
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sub-periods by extending the weighted average for each sub-period by one year
to form an overlapping year with the following sub-period, and then used these
overlapping years to form a single index with 1913 = 100.38
In order to assess the margins of error in Hoffmann’s index, we are sometimes forced to make certain assumptions regarding his methods where he is silent on the precise procedure he adopted. This, of course, is not a problem that
would be encountered by an author assessing the margins of error in her own
estimates. Hoffmann provides a reasonably full account of the sources for his
quantity indicators, but he gives very little information about the sources and
methods he adopted to obtain his base year weights. However, it seems clear
they are intended to be measures of net output (value added) based on two
sources: estimates of industrial output and of wages and salaries.39 A crucial
feature of his method involves those industries for which no indicators are
available. As indicated by his weights, the covered industries accounted for 56.4
per cent of total industrial production in 1783, 67.5 per cent in 1812, and 70 per
cent in 1850, but the proportions are lower than this for years in the earlier part
of each sub-period for which the indicators are not yet available. Thus in 1780
the known indicators account for only 43.3 per cent of total industrial production (excluding building). Hoffmann allocated the weights for the missing sectors pro rata to those covered; for example, the weight initially assigned to coal
in 1783 was 6 per cent, but in constructing the weighted average for 1780 this
was raised by 130.9 per cent (100 / 43.3) to 13.9 per cent, and similarly for the
remaining covered sectors. This effectively assumes that the growth rate of the
unknown industries was the same as that of those covered, and the appropriateness of this (implicit) assumption is one of the key issues in the subsequent debate.
We shall approach the exercise in two stages. In the first stage we calculate
the error in the level of the index at the beginning and end of the period over
which we wish to measure the rate of growth. For the first of our two periods we
thus have 1780 combined with 1783 weights and 1801 with 1812 weights. For
each year this requires us to combine the errors in the quantity relative for each
38 Hoffmann, British Industry, pp. 15–19. This procedure requires a value for each indicator

in the base year, and Hoffmann does not state explicitly how he dealt with those indicators
which start at a later date; for example, in the period 1761–1800 the base year is 1783 but the
indicators for silk yarn and cloth, beer, and tobacco are available only from 1787. However,
it seems consistent with his general procedure to assume that Hoffmann extrapolated back to
the base year for these missing indicators on the basis of the weighted average of the known
indicators.
39 Ibid., pp. 17–23.
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industry at that date (Qi1 / Qi0), and the errors in the value added weight for each
industry (Pi0Qi0 / ΣP0Q0). As the weights for the beginning and end dates are not
the same, the former corresponds to the terms Xi and Zi in equation (A32) in the
Appendix, the latter to the terms wi and yi. In the second stage we calculate the
total error involved in taking the ratio of the weighted index at the second date
to the ratio at the first date:

∑w X
∑yZ
i

i

i

i

(3)

Exactly the same procedure is followed for the second period, 1801–31 where
1801 is combined with 1812 weights and 1831 with 1850 weights.
Two aspects of the potential errors in the estimate have to be considered in
each stage: first, the outcome assuming all the errors in the components are
completely independent; second, the corrections required if there is any form of
relationship between the errors in the components. The overall error in the ratio
will be comprised of the error in each of the weights and the error in each of the
indicators. It can easily be shown that the total variance is additive in the variances of the four components of the ratio; the derivation of the appropriate formula and its particular structure are set out in detail in the Appendix.
In order to make the error formulation operational, it is necessary to attach
margins of error to each of the components of the ratio in equation (3). We will
now consider each in turn, starting with the errors, Xi and Zi, in the quantity relatives. The crucial point here is precisely the fact that these are relatives. The
logic of the index number formula in equation (2) requires us to assess the margin of error in the level of the quantity indicators for each industry in the given
year relative to its level in the base year.
This has the important consequence that we are concerned only with the random or stochastic errors in the data; for example, those created by mis-recording
of the numbers by clerks in the Board of Customs and Excise, or those in some
author’s ‘best guess’ as to the level of pig iron produced in a single year. We
can reasonably assume that any systematic sources of error in the level of the
indicator — such as those arising from the deliberate concealment of output by
soap and other manufacturers to evade Excise Duty, or the use of data for a single region (such as the woollen cloth produced in the West Riding of Yorkshire)
to represent national output — will have the same proportionate effect on the
given year and on the base year, and can thus be ignored.40
40 If this is not the case, then the procedure advocated in Part II above would require that we

should attempt as best we can to eliminate any identified systematic error. If, for example, we
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The proportionate margins of error assigned to each of the quantity relatives
for the three years 1780, 1801 and 1831 are shown in Table 1. Each error is to
be interpreted using the rule of two standard deviations, namely that there is a
95 per cent probability that a range of two standard deviations around the measured relative will contain the true (but unknown) relative.
We turn next to the errors in the weights, wi and yi, i.e. in the relative size of
each industry in the relevant base year. We assume that Hoffmann made estimates of the value added in each sector (including those which he was unable to
incorporate in his index because no quantity indicators were available) and
summed these to obtain the total for industry as a whole. In this case, the weight
for industry i at date 0 will be equal to the ratio between the value added in that
sector and the sum of the value added in all sectors, in the form:
Pi0Qi0
n

Pi0Qi0 + ∑ Pj0Q j0

(4)

j≠ i

Our task is thus to assign a margin of error to the weight for each industry that
combines the errors in the value added of the given industry and all other industries. The error in each weight in equation (3) will combine the error in the
value added in that sector and the error in all other sectors (which is itself the
combined value of the errors in each of the other sectors).
We then have to deal with the problem created by the industries for which no
quantity indicators are available at the given date. As noted above Hoffman implicitly imputed the weights for these missing industries to those that he could
cover. There are, therefore, three possible ways in which the associated margins
of error might be handled. The weights for each of the known indicators could
be grossed-up by the appropriate proportion (as illustrated above for coal); all of
the missing industries could be treated as a single sector, with its own weight,
and an indicator equal to the weighted average of the known industries; and
each of the missing industries could be treated individually, each with its own
weight, though all with the same indicator based on the known industries.
have reason to believe that evasion of excise duty was diminishing over time because of more
effective inspection, then an indicator based on the duty would overstate the growth of the
industry and we should make an appropriate correction for this. Note, however, that the attempt to do this is liable to generate a higher level of stochastic error. For example, if the
level of soap output in 1801 relative to 1783 is raised by 10 per cent to allow for the reduction in evasion, this correction is itself measured with a margin of error — the true correction
could range from, say, 5–20 per cent — and the error margin around the corrected figure
should be increased accordingly.
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None of these are entirely satisfactory. The disadvantage of the first method
is that it complicates the determination of the margin of error of each of the
weights and the indicators for the known industries, since the error in the former
must also cover the error arising from the grossing-up process, and the error in
the latter must cover its imputation to other industries. The weakness of the second method is the sheer scale of the single sector that it creates: in 1783, for example, the sum of the missing industries has a weight of 56.7 per cent. Since the
overall procedure is sensitive to the size of the weights, a single sector of this
magnitude would severely distort the calculation of the overall error.
The drawback to the third procedure is that it requires individual weights for
each of the missing industries, but if this problem can be overcome this is the
most appropriate option in the present context of an index number. Some, but
not all, of these missing weights are given by Hoffmann for a later date, and
those missing for earlier years can be derived on a proportionate basis from his
estimates for the nearest subsequent year. This leaves a substantially smaller residual covering clothing, brick-making, glass, pottery, and a few other small industries that are omitted from the Hoffmann index throughout. We adopted this
third procedure and the final margins of error derived on this basis for the
weights in the three base years are shown in Table 1. Each of these errors is
again to be interpreted using the rule of two standard deviations.
It will be evident from Table 1 that the margins of error attached to the
weights are larger than those for the indicators, and that the margins of error attached to each sector’s value added was set lower for 1850 than for the earlier
years. The margins of error on the indicators range from ±10% for those sectors
(such as cotton, beer, tobacco) for which either annual customs or excise data
suggest a reasonably firm basis for year-to-year comparisons. For sectors in
which Hoffmann’s data were generated from reasonably good private sources
(e.g. iron and steel after 1800; wool and linens) we assigned margins of ±25%.
Finally, for those sectors for which the information is less than firm, or for
which lack of information caused us to assign the industry-wide growth rate, we
have assigned margins of error of ±50%.
We applied only three margins of error for Hoffmann’s value added estimates: 25 per cent; 50 per cent; 75 per cent. In the earlier years, we judged that
the quality of Hoffmann’s estimates were seriously restricted by the quality of
the information available — we therefore set most value added estimates at
±50%; for those sectors for which the data appeared to us even more fragile, the
margin of error was set at ±75%. For 1850, we lowered the margin of error for
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most sectoral value added estimates to ±25%, although we maintained the high
relative error levels for the weaker sectors, setting it at ±50%.
The higher error margins assigned to the weights reflects our judgement that
the statistical base for measuring value added is simply less reliable than for
levels of physical output. Partly this is due to the recognition that the indicators
are measuring errors relative to each other, rather than in absolute terms, as with
the weights. Similarly, our decision to reduce the errors attached to the value
added measures for 1850 reflects a judgement that the statistical sources used by
Hoffmann to establish his weights were more reliable for the later date. This
improvement in collection methods and reporting is most important in measuring the level of value added in each sector. It makes less of a difference in the
indicator series, which are almost all derived from official statistics, such as Excise returns and import figures, which are considered to have much the same
level of stochastic error in each period. For this reason, we have taken the conservative approach of not generally reducing the errors of the indicators for
1801–31 relative to 1781–1801. However, for those sectors for which improved
information became available between 1780 and 1801 (or for which it was possible to use sector-specific rather than industry-wide data), we have lowered the
attributed margins of error.
Given these margins of error, we can calculate the overall margin of error under the assumption that each entry in the ratio is independent. The formula (reproduced from equation A33 in the Appendix) is:
(5)

σ F2 = Σ( Fwσ wi ) 2 + ( FX σ Xi ) 2 + ( Fy σ yi ) 2 + ( FZ σ Zi ) 2

where Fw symbolises the impact of an error in the weight, wi, on the index, F.
This can be re-written to give the proportionate error in the ratio (see equation
A34 in the Appendix) as:
2
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(6)

This looks formidable but is relatively simple to calculate once a suitable
spreadsheet has been established and the detailed margins of error assigned as in
Table 1.
As the next step in the calculation we must drop the assumption that each
component is independent, and correct for the effect of any possible relationships between parts of the index. There are, in principle, ten pair-wise combinations in the system as a whole. Of these, two arise between the quantity indicators and two between the weights within either the numerator or the denominator (rxx, rzz, rww, and ryy). One arises between the weights and one between the
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indicators between the numerator and the denominator (rwy and rxz). The final
four arise between the weights and the indicators between the numerator and the
denominator (rwx, ryz, rwz, and rxy).
It is only the first four of these with which we need to be concerned in the
present exercise. The fifth possible relationship can be ignored because there is
no reason to believe that any error in the estimated share of any industry in one
base year will be related to a corresponding error in the share of that industry in
the following base year. The sixth possible relationship need not concern us because — as already argued — we do not think that any error in the relative
quantity indicator for one date will be systematically related to the error in that
indicator for the second date. Finally, the last four possible forms of interdependence can be ignored because Hoffmann’s weights are estimated independently for each date; he did not rely on quantity (and price) indicators to extrapolate the value added from a single benchmark to other base years.
The first two of the four relevant interdependences relate to interdependence
between the quantity indicators (rxx and rzz). This occurs quite frequently when
the same indicator is used for two industries; for example, imports of raw cotton
are used to measure the output of cotton yarn, and that series is then used (with
an adjustment for net exports of yarn) to measure the output of cotton cloth.
There are similar relationships in a number of other cases, including copper and
copper goods, iron and steel and iron and steel products, woollen yarn and
woollen cloth (after 1820), silk yarn and silk cloth, flour and bread, and leather
and leather goods. In each such case we have assumed a perfect positive correlation (r = + 1) between the pairs of indicators, and the interdependence is measured, following equation (1) above, using the following formula:
2 rxxσxxFxFx

(7)

and similarly for rzz (see equation A23 in the Appendix).
The two remaining relationships relate to interdependencies between the
weights (rww and ryy). This occurs in the specific case of the Hoffmann index in
the weights for the textile industries, where it seems probable from the sources
available to him that he first made an estimate of the overall weight for the industry (cotton or wool or silk) and then subdivided this between the yarn and
cloth components. If this is correct it would mean that there was always a perfect negative correlation between the two components.
Separate from these forms of correlation between the errors in the components of the index, there is a general accounting constraint created by the fundamental nature of the weights as proportions, and this has a further impact on
the measurement of the overall error. Even though the weights begin as esti25

mates of the absolute level of value added in each industry, they must be converted to a proportionate basis in order to be used as weights. It follows, therefore, that if the weight on one sector is too high, there must be compensating
changes in the weights for each of the other sectors. In our analysis, we have assumed that any compensating changes will be shared proportionately by the remaining sectors. In order to make this further correction it is necessary to modify the formula given in equation (7) above. The corrected formulation is given
in equation A35 in the Appendix.
Table 2 sets out the results of our analysis for the error in the rates of growth
of industrial production over the two sub-periods, 1780–1801 and 1801–1831.
We have shown the separate elements that make up the overall estimate of the
variance in each of the two ratios. The standard error is then obtained as the
square root of the variance, and the range around the original ratio (of 1801 to
1780 or 1831 over 1801) can be calculated by taking the original ratio plus or
minus two standard errors. The corresponding annual percentage growth rates
can then be calculated from these lower and upper bounds of the ratios.41 On
the basis of the rule of two standard deviations there is a 95 per cent probability
that the expected true figure for either the ratio or the growth rates will lie
within the corresponding ranges.
The results for the two sub-periods indicate that the margin of error for the
Hoffmann index was around 12.5 per cent for 1780–1801 and 16 per cent for
1801–1831. It may be surprising that the error is larger for the later period, despite the fact that the margins of error in the indicators are identical, while the
later period incorporates a lower weight (for 1850). Close examination of the
component elements of the error structure reveal that the cause of this higher
overall margin lies in the significantly larger size of the residual sector (clothing, bricks, and so on) in 1850 than at any of the earlier benchmarks (the size of
this ‘other’ sector rose from 16.1% in 1813 to 22.9% in 1850). This finding emphasizes the sensitivity of the procedure to the existence of large sectors. It also
suggests that a significant improvement in the certainty of the overall index
could be made by improving our knowledge of the components and behavior of

41 It will be noted that the calculated margin of error, although distributed symmetrically

around the mean estimate of the ratio of output in the two years, does not produce a symmetric range around the calculated growth rate. This reflects the impact of compounding,
whereby small changes in growth rates can create large changes in levels after 20 or 30 years.
The range from the original ratio to the upper bound of the growth rates is, therefore, always
smaller than the range to the lower bound.
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this residual sector, both by reducing its size and reducing the error attached to
the indicator.42
The decomposition of the overall error into its component parts suggests
other general conclusions. The issue of interdependencies is clearly secondorder (it changes the margin of error by less than 2 per cent in either subperiod), while the impact of incorporating the correction for compensating
weights is substantial (reducing the size of the overall error by more than 10 per
cent in each sub-period). Indeed, the errors attached to the weights in each index
decline dramatically once the accounting constraint that the share of all sectors
in aggregate output must sum to one is applied. This is entirely appropriate,
since it means that any error in a weight will have a compensating response in
all the other weights. As long as growth in the economy was relatively balanced
across sectors, the shift in weights from one sector to another would have little
impact on the overall measure of growth.43 Thus, while the error in the weights
was always set greater than the error in the indicators in our procedure, the net
effect makes it clear that it is the error in the indicators that is crucial to the
overall evaluation of error in the growth rates.
The net result of the calculation suggests similar margins of error around the
growth rates derived from the original Hoffmann index for both sub-periods.
The range in growth rates is 3.2 to 4.4 per cent p.a. for the first period; 2.2 to 3.3
per cent p.a. for the second. If our purpose were to determine whether there was
a change in the rate of growth between the two sub-periods, the confidence intervals would suggest that the null hypothesis could be rejected at the 95 per
cent level. However, the range in growth before 1801 is narrow enough to exclude the lower figures embraced by Crafts, Harley, Jackson, all of which hover
around 1.9 per cent p.a. Whether or not the difference in the growth rates in
Hoffmann and Crafts-Harley-Jackson is statistically significant will, of course,
depend also on the size of the confidence interval around the latter estimate. A
brief back-of-the-envelope calculation, assuming similar error margins for the

42 The largest single sector in this residual group is clothing, which clearly grew more rap-

idly than industrial output as a whole. This industry is excluded from the revisionist indices
of Crafts, Harley and Jackson, suggesting that their growth rates may be too low, especially
in the 1801–1831 sub-period.
43 Indeed, to emphasize this point, the one sector that contributed significantly to the overall

error through the possible error in its weights was cotton, the fastest growing sector in the
economy.
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component elements of the Crafts-Harley-Jackson series as for the exercise
shown here, suggests that the two confidence intervals would not overlap.44
Of course, any such comparison assumes that the margins of error assigned
in Table 1 are appropriate. One of the singular advantages of this procedure is
that it enables us to work out what the range of growth rates would be like if different margins of error were assigned. Thus, for example, it might be thought
that our views on the quality of the data were too sanguine, and that all the assigned margins should be raised by 50 per cent (thus retaining the relativities in
the errors both across indicators and weights).45 The net effect of this change is
to raise the overall margin of error of the weighted index from 12.5 per cent to
19.9 per cent for 1780–1801 and from 16.4 per cent to 25.6 per cent for 1801–
1831. The range in the growth rates is also increased (to 2.7 to 4.7 per cent p.a.
for 1780–1801; and 1.8 to 3.6 per cent p.a. for 1801–1831), thus reducing the
statistical significance of any difference in the growth rates across the two subperiods.46 The mechanism by which these higher component margins translate
into a larger margin of error of the index as a whole is through the larger errors
assigned to the indicators; once again, the procedure of compensating weights
reduces the impact of errors in the value added at each benchmark to comparative insignificance, while the effect of the interdependencies is again small.
We believe that these larger margins of error are too high for the Hoffmann
index. However, a great advantage of the procedure that we are advocating is
that it is no longer necessary to accept the limited range of options chosen by
the researcher in his sensitivity analysis; if a critic prefers another structure of
errors (which could involve changing relative errors within the system, as well
as or instead of making scalar changes across all observations), the impact on
the overall result can be found. The critic, in turn, needs to take the challenge of
44 In this very simple exercise, which makes no pretence to being a full exploration of the

differences between Hoffmann and the revisionists, we substituted the growth rate at the
economy-wide rate excluding cotton and iron and steel for the sectors that lack indicators
(thus reflecting one of the primary aspects of Harley’s original critique); we retained the
margins of error attached to both weights and indicators. The calculated growth rate for
1780–1801 on this basis has a range of 1.2% to 2.5% p.a., which certainly falls outside the
range of the Hoffmann index for the same period. The margin of error in this revised index is
13.4%, slightly higher than for the fully developed Hoffmann model.
45 Subject to the limitation that no error can be larger than 100%.
46 Furthermore, increasing the component margins of error by 50% all around would cause us

to revise the conclusion that there is a statistically significant difference between the growth
rate of the Hoffmann index and the Harley-Hoffmann index (incorporating only the changes
in the growth rates of the residual sectors).
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assigning margins seriously and to allocate figures that are persuasive to other
readers. This need for accountability is a great strength of the procedure for
which we are making our plea.

APPENDIX
The basic procedure
This section derives the basic rules of procedure for estimating the margin of
error for quantitative estimates. The rules are derived from mathematical statistics. They are relatively complex in their construction, yet have intuitive meaning. We start with a statistical estimate that is subject to random errors. Let us
call the estimate N (for, say, national income) and the error, V. Since V is a random variable, it follows a particular probabilistic distribution, the exact shape of
which depends on the assumptions made about the error structure of the estimate. It is standard to assume that errors are symmetric, continuous and centred
on zero; i.e. that the estimate is a best guess but is probably in error by + x per
cent, where x can take any value between –∞ and +∞. Under these conditions,
the distribution of errors will be normal, or Gaussian.47
Let us formally define the parameters of the distribution of the variable, V,
as follows. The mean, defined as the expected value (or mathematical expectation) of the distribution produced by repeated samplings, is represented by
E(V), or µv. In this particular case, as noted above, µv is assumed to be zero. The
variance of V, represented by σv2, measures its dispersion around this mean
value, and is defined as the squared difference between the value of V for any
given observation and the mean value of V for the population as a whole, again
measured over repeated samplings of the distribution. Thus, for any random
variable, V, with mean, µv, the variance σ v2 is given by:
(A1)

σ v2 = E[V − µ v ]2 ,

where E[.] symbolizes the expected form. Taking the square root of the variance
produces the standard error of the estimate, σv, such that the estimate may be
written, N ± σv.
Assume now that our estimate of national income originated in two subestimates (wages and profits), each of which have been measured as accurately
47 What follows does not depend on this particular distributional form; it applies to any prob-

ability distribution based on random errors (including the binomial, multinomial, Poisson,
etc.)
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as possible, but are nonetheless subject to random errors, designated as X and
Y, respectively. The total error, V, is thus a linear combination of other random
variables, X and Y, with population means, µ x and µy , and variances, σ x2 and
σ y2 . The issue is how the particular distribution of the errors in these component
parts shapes the error structure of the whole ( µv and σ v2 ).
Two important rules for the propagation of errors can now be stated. Firstly,
the expected value of a sum of random values is equal to the sum of their expected values. Thus, if V = X + Y,
(A2)
or
(A2′)

E[V] = E[X + Y] = E[X] + E[Y]
µ v = µ x + µy .

In our example, the presumption of zero mean errors in the estimates of wages
and profits implies that the estimate of national income is also distributed with
zero mean error.
The second and more important rule concerns the dispersion of errors. Once
again, let V = X + Y. Then (A1) may be rewritten:
(A3)
(A3′)

σ v2 = E[( X − µ x ) + (Y − µ y )]2
= E[( X − µ x ) 2 + (Y − µ y ) 2 + 2( X − µ x )(Y − µ y )]

Using (1) above, and noting that ( X − µ x )(Y − µ y ) = cov( X ,Y ) = σ xy , (3′) may be replaced by the more elegant variant:
(A4)

σ v2 = σ x2 + σ y2 + 2σ xy ,

where σ xy indicates the covariance of the two terms, and measures the extent to
which the two variables share common patterns over repeated samplings of their
joint (bivariate) distribution. If higher values of X are systematically related to
higher values of Y, then their covariance is positive; if the tendency of the two
variables is to move in opposite directions, their covariance is negative.48
Thus, the variance of a linear combination of variables is equal to the sum of
the variances of the component parts, plus their covariance. The corresponding
standard error of V, σ v , is derived by taking the square root of the variance:
(A5)

σ v = σ x2 + σ y2 + 2σ xy

48 A third important rule, which we shall not prove here, is that, if the error structures of X

and Y are assumed to be normally distributed, then the error of the whole, V, will also be
normally distributed, with means and variances as defined in (2) and (4) above.
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It is possible to add one further variant to the statistical treatment of errors,
which will be useful in later discussion, namely that, since σ xy is by definition
equal to rxy σ xσ y , where rxy is the correlation coefficient of x and y, (A4) and
(A5) may be rewritten as:
(A6)

σ v2 = σ x2 + σ y2 + 2rxyσ xσ y

and
(A7)

σ v = σ x2 + σ y2 + 2rxy σ x σ y .

Relationships between the errors

We must now take into account the relationship between the errors in the component series. If we assume that all errors are independent, so that X and Y are
not systematically related to each other, the covariance, σ xy , (or the correlation
coefficient, rxy ) is set equal to zero, and (A4) and (A6) both collapse to:
(A8)

σ v2 = σ x2 + σ y2 .

This represents the general rule of the additivity of variances, which states that
the variance of a linear combination of independent variables is equal to the sum
of the variances of the individual variables. This is the most important basic result for our analysis of the propagation of errors. The corresponding standard
error of the total is:
σ v = σ x2 + σ y2 .

(A9)

If, however, the errors are not independent (because, for example, the estimates are drawn from a common source), it is necessary to estimate the extent
of correlation ( rxy ) and proceed accordingly. Three stylized examples can be
given to illustrate the effects of dropping the assumption of independence:
(i)

If the errors in the estimates of wages and profits are perfectly (positively) correlated (being drawn from the same imperfect sample of company accounts, perhaps), then rxy = 1, and (A6) becomes:
(A10)

σ v2 = σ x2 + σ y2 + 2σ xσ y

which collapses to:
(A11)

σ v2 = (σ x + σ y ) 2

such that:
(A12)

σv = σ x + σ y
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In this case, the total error is additive not in the variances, but in the standard errors, of the parts.
(ii)

If we assume perfect negative correlation between the errors (as would
arise from subtracting total wages from overall company net output to estimate profits, for example), then rxy = –1, and (A6) becomes:
(A13)

σ v2 = σ x2 + σ y2 − 2σ xσ y

which collapses to:
(A14)

σ v2 = (σ x − σ y ) 2

such that:
(A15)

σv = σ x − σ y .

Interdependence of construction implies that we should not double-count
the errors in the two components.
(iii)

Finally, if the errors are partially correlated with each other, such that
rxy =, say, 0.5, (A6) becomes:
(A16)

σ v2 = σ x2 + σ y2 + σ xσ y ,

such that:
(A17)

σ v = σ x2 + σ y2 + σ xσ y .

This is a common procedure followed when it is thought that the two error terms are not wholly independent of each other, but are not sufficiently interrelated to require the assumption of perfect correlation.49
There is, of course, nothing sacrosanct about the valuation of 0.5 for rxy;
researchers may apply whatever value they think appropriate between – 1
and + 1.
The basic rules can be applied to the error structure of any variable constructed as the sum of a series of independent estimates. Thus, in Bowley’s pioneering work on the earnings of ‘intermediate’ income recipients (those who
neither earned wages nor paid income taxes) in pre-1914 Britain, the error of the
entire estimate was generated by summing the variances of the total earnings of
each ‘intermediate’ occupation (i.e. neither wage-earners nor tax-payers).
49 See, for example, Chapman, Wages and Salaries, p. 236.
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In all such cases, the total value of an estimate, N, is the sum of the value of
the parts, Ni, (for example, the income in each intermediate occupation). The
formula given in (A8) for two parts can now be generalized to cover any number of parts. Since the error of the total is equal to the sum of the errors of the
parts, we have:
(A18)
and
(A19)

V = ΣVi
σ v2 = Σσ v2i

where σ vi is defined as the standard error of Vi. The variance of the sum is equal
to the sum of the variance of the parts, a result that follows logically from the
rule of additive variances.
We can now introduce the concept of subjective margins of error. In the 95%
probability version, the proportionate standard error, εvi =

σ vi
, is defined as half
Ni

the assigned proportionate margin of error ( ε vi ). An alternative expression for
the variance of the parts on the right hand side of (A19) is thus:
(A20)

σ vi2 = ε vi2 .N i2

This establishes the required relationship between the margin of error as a subjective concept, designed to organize thoughts about the reliability of an estimate, and the standard error as a formal statistical concept.

The calculus of errors
Many estimates are, however, more complicated in form than a simple aggregated series. Thus, most value terms in economics may be decomposed into
price and quantity components. The wage-bill in any industry is the product of
average wages and total employment in that sector; consumer expenditures are
the product of quantities purchased and average price. The procedure for dealing with this common case is simplified by invoking elementary calculus, as follows.
Let F be a function of the form:
(A21)

F = f ( X ,Y ) .

The error structure of F, denoted by ∆F , will depend upon the errors of the
component parts of F. The error structure of the function may be derived by total differentiation of f(.). Thus,
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(A22)

∂F
∂F
∆X +
∆Y
∂X
∂Y

∆F =

where ∂F / ∂X , &c., are the partial derivatives of F with respect to X, &c. In
general calculus, ∆Y (∂Y ) , &c. tend to zero at the limit. Our approach, however,
applies to discrete changes, derived from the underlying probability distribution
of errors. We may simplify the notation by replacing ∂F / ∂X by FX and ∆X
by σ X and similarly for the other terms. Doing this, and squaring (A22) produces the following relationship between the variance of the components and of
the whole:
(A23)

σ F2 = ( Fx σ x ) 2 + ( Fy σ y ) 2 + 2( Fx Fy σ x σ y rxy )

where rxy is the correlation of σ X and σ Y .
Despite the slight change in symbols, it is clear that this functional form is
symmetric to (A6) above, which we derived using the rules of probability,
rather than calculus. Once again, if we assume independence of the errors (such
that the correlation between X and Y is zero), (A23) collapses to:
(A24)

σ F2 = ( Fx σ x ) 2 + ( Fy σ y ) 2

which is equivalent to (A8) above.50
This general approach may be applied to the propagation of errors from any
functional form. The most common forms are set out in Table A1. To assist in
the understanding of the approach, let us explicate two of these variants, the
product and the quotient.
a. The product
Let F be defined as the product of two terms, w and X, where X is a vector of
values and w is a vector of weights. Thus, the average manufacturing wage is
the weighted average of the wage in each manufacturing industry (Xi), where the
weights are the share of total employment in each sector (wi).51 This may be expressed as:
(A25)

F = ∑ wi X i .
i

50 Note that if F = X + Y, ∂F/∂X = F = 1 and ∂F/∂Y = F = 1.
x
y
51 This example is presented with relative weights (i.e. Σw =1); it makes no difference to the
i

analysis if the weights are absolute.
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The error in F depends upon the error in the weights (wi) and values (Xi) respectively. Applying standard differentiation rules:
(A26)
(A27)

 ∂F
  ∂F

δF = Σ 
δX i  +  δwi  
  ∂w

 ∂X
δF = Σ ( wi δX i ) + ( X i δwi )

[

]

which holds for small changes in the variables.
We can express (A27) in probabilistic terms by replacing δ F, &c. by δ F,
&c., and squaring, such that
(A28)

σ F2 = Σ[ wi2σ xi2 + X i2σ wi2 + 2( wi X iσ xiσ wi rxw )]

where σF is the standard error of F, and only correlations between xi≠j and wi≠j
are considered. It follows that, under the governing assumption of the independence of errors, the variance of the weighted average is:
(A29)

σ F2 = Σwi2σ xi2 + X i2σ wi2

This in turn may be rewritten for ease of interpretation as:
(A30)

 σ xi2 σ wi2 
σ F2 = Σwi2 X i2  2 + 2 
wi 
 Xi

such that the variance of the weighted average is equal to the weighted sum of
the squared coefficients of variation of the two variables, where the weights are
the squared value F2 in each sector, i.
Invoking (A20), and noting that wi2 X i2 = Fi 2 , it can easily be shown that:
(A31)

Fi 2
σ v2
2
2
= Σ(ε xi + ε wi ) 2
F2
F

which states that the variance of the total is equal to the weighted sum of the
proportionate variances of its component parts. This form provides a more intuitively appealing approach to the problem of the propagation of errors.
b. The quotient
The rules applying to a quotient, noted in Table 1, may be developed for a number of variants
beyond the simple case of x / y . Among these are the ratio of two weighted averages (such as
the average cost of living at two dates, where each observation is the weighted average of
individual prices), and the decompounded growth rate of a variable or index between any two
points in time. We concentrate here on the case of a ratio of two weighted averages, viz.

(A32)

F=

Σwi X i
Σyi Z i
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where yi, wi are the proportionate weights of sector i in periods 1 and 2, respectively; and Zi, Xi are the average values of sector i in periods 1 and 2.
Invoking (A24) and, for the sake of simplicity, assuming independent errors
for now, we may write:
(A33)

σ F2 = Σ( Fwσ wi ) 2 + ( FX σ Xi ) 2 + ( Fy σ yi ) 2 + ( FZ σ Zi ) 2

where Fw symbolises ∂F / ∂w , &c. The partial derivatives take the following
form:
Fw = ∑ ( X i / Σyi Z i ) ;

Fx = ∑ ( wi / Σyi Z i )

Fy = ∑ [( wi X i )Z i /(Σyi Z i )(Σyi Z i + σ yi Z i )]

Fz = ∑ [( wi X i ) y i /(Σyi Z i )(Σyi Z i + σ zi yi )] .52

Once again, for ease of interpretation, the expression may be rewritten, by dividing both sides of (A33) by F and simplifying:
Fw / F = (ΣX i / Σyi Z i ) /(Σwi X i / Σyi Z i ) = (ΣX i / Σyi Z i ) × (Σyi Z i / Σwi X i ) = ΣX i / Σwi X i
Fx / F = (Σwi / Σyi Z i ) /(Σwi X i / Σyi Z i ) = (Σwi / Σyi Z i ) × (Σyi Z i / Σwi X i ) = Σwi / Σwi X i
Fy / F = (Σ( wi X i ) Z i /(Σyi Z i )(Σyi Z i ± σ yi Z i ) /(Σwi X i / Σyi Z i )
= (Σ( wi X i ) Z i /(Σyi Z i )(Σyi Z i ± σ yi Z i ) × (Σyi Z i / Σwi X i ) = (ΣZ i /(Σyi Z i ± σ yi Z i )).
Fz / F = (Σ( wi X i ) yi /(Σyi Z i )(Σyi Z i ± σ Zi yi ) /(Σwi X i / Σyi Z i )
= (Σ( wi X i ) yi /(Σyi Z i )(Σyi Z i ± σ Zi yi ) × (Σyi Z i / Σwi X i ) = (Σyi /(Σyi Z i ± σ Zi yi )).

Thus, the proportionate error in the ratio is:
(A34)
2

2

2

2


 Xi

 wi



Zi
yi
σF 
σ wi  + Σ 
σ Xi  + Σ 
σ yi  + Σ 
σ Zi 

 = Σ
 Σyi Z i ± σ yi Zi

 F 
 Σwi X i

 Σwi X i

 Σyi Z i ± σ Zi yi




2

The proportionate error in the weighted average is the sum of the variances of
each term, suitably weighted.
This formula is complete if the weights are independent (as would be the
case if each wi were, say, the number of workers in each wage category and the
total number of workers was not fixed). However, if the weights in the index are
proportional (such that the weights sum to one), the formula needs to be revised
to incorporate the necessary accounting constraints. This is necessary because of
the interdependence of the weights. Thus, if the weight, w, in sector i is too
52 Note the peculiarity of this derivation; the standard result for F suppresses the term, ∆Z ,
y
i

in the denominator, since δΖi tends towards its limit of zero. However, in the finite case of
errors, σΖι > 0, and should be retained in the complete expression.
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high, there must be compensating changes in the weights attached to the remaining sectors, given Σwi = 1. The most plausible procedure for distributing the
cross-effects involves proportional changes in the weights of the remaining sectors. In this case, Fwi should be rewritten:
∂F
=
∂ wi

(A35)

∑ X − ∑ (w / Σw ) X
∑yZ
i

j

i

j

j

i

where i ≠ j. Similarly for Fyi:
wi
Z j )]
Σw j
∂F
=
w
∂ yi
∑ yi Zi − [∑ yi Zi − (Zi − ∑ Σwi X j )σ yi ]
j

∑ w X [Z
i

(A36)

i

i

− (∑

The other partial derivatives in equation (A33) remain the same.
Finally, we relax the assumption of independent errors. In general, we follow
the procedure laid down in (A23) above, in which the covariance between terms
are captured by Fx Fy σ x σ y rxy , for each combination, where rxy can take positive or
negative values between 0 and 1. In the case of a weighted average, there are ten
pairwise combinations ( rww , rxx , ryy , rzz , rwx , rwy , rwz , rxy , rxz , ryz ), assuming symmetry.
In many cases, the pairwise correlation will be zero (in the case, for example, of
independently derived estimates of weights for the base- and end-years); in
these cases, the additional term vanishes. Note that the complexity of the formulation for a weighted average derives from the fact that the denominator and
numerator are themselves combinations of estimates with non-negative covariances, in which weights and values may also be cross-correlated.
There is no need to rehearse the entire set of possible pairwise combinations.
The formula is the same for each case, combining the appropriate partial derivatives, standard errors and the assumed correlation coefficient. Thus, in the case
of the interdependence between measurement of Xi in the denominator, the formula will be:
rxx

rxx

 wiσ xi . w jσ xj 
 r for pairs of i, j for i,…,n, where i≠j
 Σyi Zi . Σyi Zi  xixj

: 2

 wiσ xi . w jσ xj 
 wiσ xi . w jσ xj 
 rxixj + 
 r for each member of a pair
 Σyi Zi . Σyi Zi 
 Σyi Zi . Σyi Zi  xjxi

=

(e.g. for cotton yarn and cotton cloth, where the first term refers to cotton cloth,
and the second to cotton cloth). A similar construction (FZFZσZσZrZZ) will be ap-
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propriate for pairs of i and j in the numerator. The other formulae follow this
same template.
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Table 1
The structure of errors in the Hoffmann index of industrial production.
( percentage margins of error)
1780–1801
Indicator
Value added

Sector

Coal mining
Copper ore
Iron & steel
Iron goods, &c.
Copper
Tin
Copper goods
Ships
Furniture
Other timber goods
Cotton yarn
Cotton cloth
Wool yarn
Wool cloth

1780
10
10
50
50
10
25
50
10
50
50
10
-25
25

1801
10
10
25
50
10
25
25
10
50
50
10
25
25
25

1783
50
50
75
50
50
50
75
50
75
75
50
-50
50

1812
50
50
75
50
50
50
75
50
75
75
50
50
50
50

1801–1831
Indicator
1801
10
10
25
50
10
25
25
10
50
50
10
25
25
25

1831
10
10
25
50
10
25
25
10
50
50
10
25
25
25

Value added
1812
50
50
75
50
50
50
75
50
75
75
50
50
50
50

1850
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

/… continued overleaf
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Continued from previous page
Silk yarn
Silk cloth
Hemp
Linen
Flour
Bread
Sugar
Beer
Malt
Spirits
Tobacco
Paper
Leather
Leather goods
Soap, candles
Misc. industries
Clothing, &c.

10
25
-50
50
50
10
10
10
50
10
10
50
50
50
50
50

10
25
10
25
50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
25
10
50
50

50
50
-50
75
75
50
50
50
75
50
50
75
75
75
75
75

50
50
50
50
75
75
50
50
50
75
50
50
75
75
75
75
75

10
25
10
25
50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
25
10
50
50

10
25
10
25
50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
25
10
50
50

50
50
50
50
75
75
50
50
50
75
50
50
75
75
75
75
75

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
50

Notes: The indicator for Cotton Yarn in 1780 includes both Cotton Yarn and Cotton Cloth. There is no indicator for Hemp
in 1780.
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Table 2: Deriving the error margins for the Hoffmann index of industrial production,
1780–1831
(1)

Fully independent
(2)

Not independent
(3)
(4)

I: 1780–1801
Terms:

wi
Xi
Zi
yi
rxx
rzz
rww
ryy

Variance of ratio
SE of ratio
Ratio 1801/1780
Error ±
Range

0.0337
0.0135
0.0168
0.0432

0.0005
0.0135
0.0168
0.0002

_______
0.0310

0.0337
0.0135
0.0168
0.0432
0.0015
0.0040
–0.0058
–0.0116
_______
0.0952

0.0005
0.0135
0.0168
0.0002
0.0015
0.0040
–0.0058
–0.0116
______
0.0190

_______
0.1072
0.3275

0.1761

0.3085

0.1377

2.20

2.20

2.20

2.20

29.8 %

16.0 %

28.1 %

12.5 %

1.54 to 2.81

Growth rate (% p.a.)
Range

3.82
2.08 to 5.12

1.84 to 2.55
3.82
2.96 to 4.56

1.58 to 2.85
3.82

1.92 to 2.47
3.82

2.20 to 5.05

3.16 to 4.40

0.0007
0.0239
0.0158
0.0004
0.0014
0.0016
–0.0018
–0.0066
______
0.0354

II: 1801–1831
Terms:

wi
Xi
Zi
yi
rxx
rzz
rww
ryy

Variance of ratio
SE of ratio
Ratio 1801/1780
Error ±
Range
Growth rate (% p.a.)
Range

0.0182
0.0239
0.0158
0.0396

0.0007
0.0239
0.0158
0.0004

_______
0.0.974

_______
0.0408

0.0182
0.0239
0.0158
0.0396
0.0014
0.0016
–0.0018
–0.0066
_______
0.0920

0.3122

0.2020

0.3033

0.1881

2.29

2.29

2.29

2.29

27.2 %

17.6 %

26.5 %

16.4 %

1.67 to 2.92
2.80
1.72 to 3.63

1.89 to 2.70
2.80
2.14 to 3.36

1.69 to 2.90
2.80
1.76 to 3.61

1.92 to 2.67
2.80
2.19 to 3.33

Note: Columns (1) and (3) make no adjustment for compensating weights; columns (2) and (4) incorporate the
adjustment.

Table A1: Basic formulae for the propagation of errors
σ 2F =

F

(Fx σ x ) 2 + (Fy σ y ) 2 + 2(Fx Fy σ x σ y rxy )

x+y

σ x2 + σ y2 + 2(σ xσ y rxy )

x–y

σ x2 + σ y2 − 2(σ xσ y rxy )

xy

( yσ x ) 2 + ( xσ y ) 2 + 2( yxσ xσ y rxy )

x/y

 σ x   xσ y 
 x

  +  2  − 2  3 σ xσ y rxy 
 y   y 
y


2

2
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